
London – 24th May 2017.  David Adjaye: Form, Heft, Material, a review of world-renowned 
architect Sir David Adjaye’s work to date, is travelling to the Garage Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Moscow. The exhibition, which debuted at the Haus der Kunst in Munich in 2015 
before travelling to the Art Institute of Chicago, offers insight into the global architect’s unique 
approach, highlighting the ways he weaves local geographies and cultural legacies into his 
celebrated designs. The show opens to the public on June 7th until July 30th.

Form, Heft, Material is the first exhibition of a major architect at Garage Museum and 
inaugurates a new chapter in the Institution’s longstanding interest in developing discourse 
around contemporary architecture and its role in society today.  

It is also the first time an architect has intervened with the structure of the new museum since 
its completion in 2015 with Sir David’s practice Adjaye Associates also executing the exhibition 
design.   

“The new Installation has been designed in conversation with the building. An exterior interior design 
derived from some of my building’s façade treatments plays on ‘fragments’ and ties the existing 
architecture together creating a sense of light and pace within Garage’s historical modernist building”, 
said Adjaye. 

This exhibition is organised by Kate Fowle, Garage Chief Curator, in collaboration with Andrey 
Misiano, Assistant Curator showcases over twenty examples of Adjaye’s built works, and the 
exhibition also provides rare access to Sir David’s research strategies. The retrospective is 
organised into four sections, each devoted to a particular aspect of Adjaye’s practice: 

Living Spaces is a collection of the private homes which first brought Adjaye international 
acclaim. 

Democracy of Knowledge concentrates on Adjaye’s public projects, presenting furniture and 
external façade finishes – all of which, either by appearance or purpose, are connected to 
various forms of civic education and community building. This section also houses scale models 
of several projects, including the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History 
and Culture in Washington D.C and the newly won commission for the Latvia Museum of 
Contemporary Art. 

African Metropolitan Architecture is devoted to Adjaye’s unparalleled research into the 
architecture of fifty-three capital cities across the African continent. 

Asiapolis continues the emphasis on Adjaye’s research: a new initiative that draws on Adjaye’s 
previous research Europolis (completed in 2008), it has been developed in collaboration with 
MARCH Architecture School in Moscow and is centred on the fourteen capitals of the former 
Soviet Republics and twelve key Russian industrial cities. Asiapolis will present an analysis of the 
urban landscapes after the collapse of the Soviet Union, accumulating and visually representing 
new information on cities in order to shed light on the changing built environment in Russia 
and former Soviet Republics.
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Speaking of the exhibition David Adjaye commented: 
“I am thrilled to bring Form, Heft, Material to Moscow, a city that was critical to the development of 
my approach to working in diverse geographies across the globe. Garage is an incredible institution 
with a strong international perspective and capacity for stimulating interdisciplinary dialogue which 
has made them the ideal partner for this exhibition. I am honoured to be part of the Museum’s 
deepening engagement with architecture.” 

– Ends –

This exhibition is organised by Kate Fowle, Garage Chief Curator, in collaboration with Andrey 
Misiano, Assistant Curator.

• This is Adjaye’s first project in Moscow since Skolkovo, the ambitious business school 
campus on the outskirts of the city. The exhibition will contextualize that project.

• Asiapolis reflects the research component of Adjaye’s practice, as well as his considerations 
of the region.

• On display for the first time will be renderings and models for the Latvian Museum of 
Contemporary Art, to be completed in 2021. An interesting comparison can be made 
between Garage and LMCA in regards to creating new homes for contemporary art in 
the region. 

About Sir David Adjaye OBE  
Sir David Adjaye OBE was born in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, in 1966 
to Ghanaian parents and is currently based in London. He was raised 
across Africa, the Middle East, and the United Kingdom. Having 
graduated from the Royal College of Art with a Master’s degree in 
Architecture in 1993, he went on to establish his own studio, Adjaye 
Associates, in 2000, which now has offices in London, New York, and 
Accra. Adjaye was knighted in 2016. Adjaye Associates has completed 

over fifty projects across Europe, the United States, Africa, Asia and 
the Middle East. Two of his largest commissions to date are the design 
of the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of African American 
History and Culture on the National Mall in Washington D.C. (2016) 
and the Moscow School of Management (SKOLKOVO) (2010). The 
firm is currently working on the expansion of the new Studio Museum 
in Harlem (ongoing) and the design for the Latvian Museum of 
Contemporary Art (ongoing). www.adjaye.com

www.adjaye.com

About the Garage Museum of Contemporary Art  
Garage Museum of Contemporary Art is a place for people, art, and 
ideas to create history. Through an extensive program of exhibitions, 
events, education, research, and publishing, the institution reflects on 
current developments in Russian and international culture, creating 
opportunities for public dialogue, as well as the production of new 
work and ideas in Moscow. At the centre of all these activities is the 
Museum’s collection, which is the first archive in the country related 
to the development of Russian contemporary art from the 1950s 
through the present. Founded in 2008 by Dasha Zhukova and Roman 
Abramovich, Garage is the first philanthropic organization in Russia to 
create a comprehensive public mandate for contemporary art 

and culture. Open seven days a week, it was initially housed in the 
renowned Bakhmetevsky Bus Garage in Moscow, designed by the 
Constructivist architect Konstantin Melnikov. In 2012 Garage relocated 
to a temporary pavilion in Gorky Park, specifically commissioned from 
award-winning architect Shigeru Ban. A year later, a purpose-built 
Education Centre was opened next to the Pavilion. On June 12, 2015, 
Garage welcomed visitors to its first permanent home. Designed by 
Rem Koolhaas and his OMA studio, this ground-breaking preservation 
project transformed the famous Vremena Goda (Seasons of the 
Year) Soviet Modernist restaurant, built in 1968 in Gorky Park, into 
a contemporary museum. Garage is a non-profit project of The IRIS 
Foundation. www.garagemca.org/en  

About Ingosstrakh  
Ingosstrakh has been a major player in both the Russian and 
international markets since 1947. The company is a national leader in 
Russia for the total amount of insurance premiums in the voluntary 
insurance sector (not including life insurance). Ingosstrakh is authorized 
to handle all types of insurance services (in accordance with the 
insurance company’s specialization) specified in Art. 32.9 of the 
Insurance Law of the Russian Federation, as well as reinsurance 
services. The company has 149 locations throughout the Russian 

Federation, in addition to other branches and subsidiaries worldwide. 
For many years, Ingosstrakh has provided insurance services for 
important works of art and other valuable historical objects to some 
of the world’s top museums and galleries, including the Musée d’Orsay, 
Paris, France; The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia; the 
Tretyakov State Gallery, Moscow, Russia; and the Russian Museum, 
St. Petersburg, Russia; along with a number of important private 
collections.


